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In a forest ecosystem, life starts
with the sun – its ultra-violet
light enables green plants
to create their own nutrients
through photosynthesis, using
simple chemicals present in soil,
water and air.

bacteria – they break down
the plant and animal material
that falls on the forest floor,
recycling its nutrients to nourish
new growth – and to ensure
the cycle of life in the forest
ecosystem continues.

These plants are the producers
– as they grow, they provide
food for some of the forest’s
consumers, plant-eating animals
and insects, which browse
on leaves and seeds. Other
animals in the forest prey on
the consumers themselves –
birds eat insects, carnivorous
mammals scavenge carrion.
But all the producers and
consumers put together are
greatly outnumbered by the
most numerous but least
obvious creatures in the forest
– the decomposers. These are
the fungi, invertebrates and soil
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Fascinating
Forest Facts

interdependent plants
and animals.

Dry eucalypt forests
support a wider variety of
plant and animal species
than any of the other
Tasmanian forest types.
An ecosystem can be
as big as an entire cool
temperate rainforest
– or as small as a pool
of water in alpine
heathland. Both may
support a community of
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Tasmania has only
35 species of native
mammals – but an
estimated 32,000 species
of invertebrates. Only
about a third of the
invertebrates have been
described scientifically.
More than half of
Tasmania’s vascular
plants have been
recorded from dry
eucalypt forests.
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